Najmie films
WEDDING VIDEO PACKAGES 2019
Please find below our wedding packages for 2019.
Please note: Your booking is only finalised and confirmed once a minimum of 50% booking fee of
the final amount has been paid. I can't guarantee that your date is secured unless the deposit is
paid. Please be advised that our "filming clock "starts ticking immediately upon arrival at the (first)
location we will be filming at. Please also be advised that for Muslim Weddings, we always start
filming the Wedding from the Nikkah i.e we do not come to the homes before the Nikkah.

Add-ons
Add-ons are things you can add onto your wedding package that does not come
with it standard.
Add-on: Filming of a second reception on your wedding day - R5000
Add-on: Filming of Engagement night prior to Wedding day - R6000 (4hr coverage R1000 per hour if going overtime) - Free when taking package 4 - overtime rate
still applies though
Add-on: Filming of Mehndi Night/Celebration prior to Wedding day - R4500 (4hr
Coverage - R1000 per hour if going overtime) - Free when taking package 4 overtime rate still applies though
Add-on: Drone Operator for Drone Footage - R2000 per day (Free when taking
package 4)
Add-on: New home coverage ( Bruidskamer) - applies to package 1 only - R2000
Add-on: Third camera operator (C-Roll) - used to capture more angles and better overall
coverage of the wedding day - R2000 per day (usually not needed for Engagement & Mehndi
Night)

Add-on: 'Najmie Films' Travelling to your Country/ Province to film your Wedding day:
TBD (Client covers all Flight, accommodation and taxi costs (/Organising a
driver) of Najmie and Mogamad and their assistant. there is also an add-on
charge of R5000 for risk travelling with camera gear and time away from family
- Fly in one to two days before the wedding to meet the couple, Flight back the
afternoon/evening of the next day after the wedding has been filmed)
--------------Please note that Package 1 and 2 covers 10 hours of filming. Package 3 and 4 covers 12
hours of filming. In the case where you know your wedding will not exceed 10 hours, I
would recommend Package 1 or 2. should the time run over the 10/12 hours on your

wedding day, an additional charge of R2000 will be charged for every hour that goes
over the time limit on package 1 and 2, R1500 per hour on package 3, and R1000 per
hour on package 4. I will notify you on the day when the time limit has been reached
and ask you whether you would like me to stay, or whether I should leave. Let me know
what package interests you more and I will invoice you accordingly, as well as forward
you my Wedding contract for you to read through before paying the booking fee.
________

Package 1 - Bronze
(Please note that Package 1 no longer includes a Highlight Film which we normally
upload to our YouTube. This is now exclusively part of package 2, 3 and 4 only.)

Prerequisite:
An in-person meeting (closer to the wedding date) with the bride and groom to discuss
the finer details of your special day.
Filming:
10 hrs of coverage in total - (extra R2000 per hour if filming over 10hrs)
2 Video shooters for a multi-angle video using 2 cameras as well as an assistant.
What we film on the Wedding day:
Full Ceremony/ Nikkah
Ring exchanges/first meet
Groom preparation + detail shots
Bridal Preparation + detail shots
Recording of Groom's Letter to Bride
Recording of Bride's Letter to groom
Gardens/location - We require 1 hour with the couple.
1 Reception coverage (No interviews of guests)
(Filming ends after reception/couple shoot - whichever is the latter)
What Package 1 offers in terms of Video:
1. Instagram Clip
2. 1 - 3 hour Wedding Video fully edited into a film; Full Nikkah/Ceremony; bride and
groom prep with letters, full coverage of 1 Reception.
3. Sneak Peek ( Should we choose to edit one - not always guaranteed)
(Again, Please note that this package no longer includes a Highlight Film.)
The Full video will still include an intro, letters and everything a highlight film normally has, the
only difference being that when the Nikkah and Reception is shown, its shown in its entirety.

How it will be delivered to you:
1 On a 16/32gig Customised USB Wooden 'Najmie Films' flash drive. Unfortunately we
do not offer Wedding Videos on a DVD. its 2019 after all :)

Package 1 Amount: R15 000

Package 2 - Silver
Prerequisite:
An in-person meeting (closer to the wedding date) with the bride and groom to discuss
the finer details of your special day.
Filming:
10 hrs of coverage in total - (extra R2000 per hour if filming over 10 hrs)
2 Video shooters for a multi-angle video using 3 cameras as well as an assistant.
What we film on the Wedding day:
Full Ceremony/ Nikkah Ring exchanges/first meet
Groom preparation + detail shots
Bridal Preparation + detail shots
Recording of Groom's Letter to Bride
Recording of Bride's Letter to groom
Gardens/location - We require 1 hour with the couple
Coverage of 1 Reception including Full speeches (All speeches' sound will be captured
directly from the soundboard at the reception using External recorder.
(Filming ends after reception/couple shoot - whichever is the latter)

What Package 2 offers in terms of Video:
1. Instagram Clip
1. 10 - 30 minute Wedding Highlight Film - Video is given to the client and uploaded to
our YouTube channel
(Example of this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h7S3YZjSbxs&t=101s)

2. 1 - 3 hour Wedding Video which includes all footage used in the Highlight film; Full
Nikkah/Ceremony; Full Reception Speeches and guests Guest interviews at reception
where possible ;Couple Shoot.
3. 1 Minute Edited Instagram Clip
4. Sneak Peek Video - Normally a few days after the Wedding
How it will be delivered to you:
1 On a 16/32gig Customised USB Wooden 'Najmie Films' flash drive. Unfortunately we
do not offer Wedding Videos on a DVD. its 2019 after all :)

Package 2 Amount: R18 500

Package 3 - Gold
Prerequisite:
An in-person meeting (closer to the wedding date) with the bride and groom to discuss
the finer details of your special day.
Filming:
12hrs of coverage in total (extra R1500 per hour if filming over 12hrs)
2 Video shooters, 3 cameras, 1 Assistant
What we film on the day:
Full Ceremony/ Nikkah Ring exchanges/first meet
Groom preparation + detail shots
Bridal Preparation + detail shots
Recording of Groom's Letter to Bride
Recording of Bride's Letter to groom
Gardens/location - We require 1 hour with the couple
Coverage of 1 Reception including Full speeches (All speeches' sound will be captured
directly from the soundboard at the reception using External recorder.
Coverage of New home (bruidskamer)
What You get in terms of Video:
1. 10 - 30 minute Wedding Highlight Film - Video is given to the client and uploaded to
our YouTube channel
(Example of this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gz2I7Bj7e4 )
2. 1 - 3 hour Wedding Video which includes all footage used in the Highlight film; Full
Nikkah/Ceremony; Full Reception Speeches; Couple Shoot; Full coverage of New home +
Speeches at the home; Any other important moments during the course of the day; 510min Interview with the couple at the end of the day; Interviewing the parents, siblings
or friends where possible at the reception.
3. 1 Minute Edited Instagram Clip
4. Sneak Peek Video on Instagram normally a day after the wedding.

How it will be delivered to you:
1 On a 32gig Customised USB Wooden 'Najmie Films' flash drive. Unfortunately we do
not offer Wedding Videos on a DVD. its 2019 after all :)

Package 3 Amount: R20 500

Package 4 - Platinum
Prerequisite:
An in-person meeting (closer to the wedding date) with the bride and groom to discuss
the finer details of your special day.

Filming:
4 hours coverage of Mehndi Celebration
4 hours coverage of Engagement
12hrs of coverage in total on Wedding day
Drone coverage on Wedding day
2 Video shooters, 3 cameras, 1 Drone operator, 1 assistant
(R1000 per hour if filming overtime)
What we film on the Wedding day:
Full Ceremony/ Nikkah
Ring exchanges/first meet
Groom preparation + detail shots
Bridal Preparation + detail shots
Recording of Groom's letter
Recording of Bride's Letter
Gardens/location - We require 1 hour with the couple - Sunset time preferred, as well as
a separate night shoot (night shoot to be about 10-20 minutes)
Full Reception speeches
Interviewing guests at reception - as many as we are able to - not everyone likes to be
on camera.
New home (bruidskamer) - Should this not be a part of the schedule, will be replaced by
a night shoot with the couple alone.
Interview with the couple at the end of the day
What You get in terms of Video:
1. 15 - 30 minute Wedding Film - given to the client and uploaded to our YouTube
channel
2. 2 - 3 hour Wedding Video which includes all usable footage - Video is given to the
client only and not uploaded to YouTube.
3. 1 Minute Instagram Clip
4. Sneak Peek Video (normally uploaded the day after the Wedding)
How you get it:
On a 32gig Customised USB Wooden 'Najmie Films' flash drive. Unfortunately we do not
offer Wedding Videos on a DVD. its 2019 after all :)

Package 4 Amount: R29 000
-end-

